The Noritake Shade Guide has been specifically designed to match precisely with Noritake Porcelains. It will make shade taking from natural teeth very easy.

**Basic Concept of Shades**
Noritake Porcelain incorporates less of a greenish color and shifts toward more of a pinkish color. This new system promotes better reproduction of the vivid shades of natural teeth. Noritake shade Guide was developed utilizing this concept. Please note that stains have not been used in the fabrication of the Shade Guides to facilitate the correct selection of shades.

**Noritake Original Shades**
- NP1.5
- NP2.5
- NW0, NW0.5

**ESTHETIC WHITE SHADE GUIDE**
ESTHETIC WHITE SHADE GUIDE is a shade guide for new bleaching shades of CZR and CZR PRESS. It is to create whiter shades rather than NW shades.

- EW00: Ultimate white shade with highest opacity
- EW0: Whiter and higher opacity than NW0
- EW: Whiter than NW0 but the same opacity
- EYW: Slightly yellow white shade with the same opacity as NW0

---

**NEW COLOR GUIDE**
Noritake New Color Guide is new and unique color guide for all Noritake porcelains (except Ti-22). The shape is designed with original crescent shape. This color guide makes ceramist work very easy and getting correct shade image for ceramists can crate beautiful porcelain work with Noritake porcelains.

- **EX-3 COMPLETE / CONVENTIONAL**
  - 9 PLATES SET
- **EX-3 COMPLETE / nCOLOR**
  - 9 PLATES SET
- **EX-3 COMPLETE / POWDER OPAQUE**
  - 8 PLATES SET
- **CERABIEN COMPLETE**
  - 7 PLATES SET
- **CZR COMPLETE**
  - 7 PLATES SET
- **CZR PRESS COMPLETE**
  - 4 PLATES SET
- **EX-3 PRESS COMPLETE**
  - 6 PLATES SET
- **EX-3 UNIVERSAL OPAQUE**
  - SINGLE PLATE (Available in April, 2011)
- **EX-3 UNIVERSAL OPAQUE MODIFIER**
  - SINGLE PLATE (Available in April, 2011)
- **SCREENING PORECLAIN**
  - SINGLE PLATE

All single plates are available as individual item.
Related Materials

NORITAKE MEISTER POINT
Noritake Meister Point is a diamond tool for ceramists. It is made of special materials and has a special shape for carving beautiful anatomy in porcelain very effectively. It will shorten your work time. It creates less dust than competing brands, so it is good for your health and the environment. It is a new type of diamond tool.

NORITAKE MEISTER CONES (PAPER ABRASIVE MATERIAL)
Noritake Meister Cones is a paper-abrasive material, best suited for the polishing of porcelain teeth, resin teeth, resin denture and metals.

- For Porcelain Teeth and Resin Teeth
  For morphological correction, S-Green and S-Yellow cones are used for polishing.
- For Resin denture
  After a rough polish with a carbide bur, use L-Red cones for further polishing.
- For Hard metals such as Clasp and Burs
  After a rough polish with a carborundum bur, use L-Red and L-Yellow cones for further polishing.
- For Soft metals such as Palladium Alloys
  After a rough polish with a carborundum bur, use L-Yellow cones for further polishing.

CONTENTS
100 pieces cones with 1 mandrel. Mandrel set (10 pcs) is also available.

NORITAKE MEISTER FINISH
Minor adjustments on porcelain margins. Grooves in occlusal metal. Inside surface of PFM and full cast metal crowns. The surface of the access hole of an implant supported crown. The finishing line of a denture framework. The tooth-side-surface of rests.

PEARL SURFACE
PEARL SURFACE is a porcelain polishing material for use after the final recontouring. It adds a natural luster to the surface without altering the subtleties in the texture. It is also suitable for polishing hard resin and denture-base acrylic resin.

PORCELAIN PALETTE
MIXING PALETTE
The Mixing Palette keeps the mixed porcelain separate, with its clever stacked design.

OPAQUE PALETTE
The indentations in the surface effectively prevent the cross-contamination of powdered opaques.

STAIN PALETTE
A set of two palettes. The smaller one is easy to hold in one hand for convenience when custom staining.

INTERNAL LIVE STAIN PALETTE
A unique design by renowned ceramist, Mr. Aoshima, offered for the specialist, with a fan-shaped configuration which is very convenient.
The flow of NORITAKE SUPER ROCK EX is superior to conventional products and its thixotropic properties facilitate handling. It easily fills and reproduces the finest details of the impression. Two colors, BROWN and GRAY, are available.

MAGIC FORMER
MAGIC FORMER is dry-and-set type Margin Porcelain forming liquid. It has strong adhesive properties with opaque porcelain and becomes quite hard when it dries. It is easy to remove the coping from the die without disturbing the margin porcelain.

MAGIC SEPARATOR
MAGIC SEPARATOR is a pen-type porcelain separator. It is used to separate porcelain from the model material in margin porcelain area, on the gingival surface of pontics and in adjacent contact area.

NORITAKE PORCELAIN MAT
The MAT, made from alumina / ceramic fiber, is designed to hold all-ceramic crowns and porcelain laminate veneers during baking.

NORITAKE CRACK FINDER (2 BOTTLES SET)
Noritake Crack Finder is the liquid to find any cracks in zirconia and alumina frameworks. It easily finds the cracks by the color of the liquid that penetrates into the cracks. The liquid will be completely burn out without affecting the framework shade even if the liquid remains a little on the frameworks.

MAGIC SET

NORI-VEST / NORI-VEST ALUMINA / NORI-VEST ZIRCONIA
NORI-VEST series are refractory die material for porcelain inlays, onlays and all ceramic crowns.

NORI-VEST : for EX-3
NORI-VEST ALUMINA : for CERABIEN
NORI-VEST ZIRCONIA : for CZR

It has a sufficient strength to withstand easily baking and build-up.
NORI-VEST is easy to remove after the porcelain is baked, reducing the risk of breaking the inlays.
The mixed material flows easily, filling all the details in the impression.
The fit is excellent.

NORITAKE SOLDERING SET
This system was developed to make precise soldering easily. It is suitable for both pre-and post-soldering of porcelain-fused-to-metal restoration and full cast metal crowns.

NORITAKE SUPER ROCK EX

A non-precious dental alloy for porcelain-fused-to-metal restorations. This metal is an ideal match for NORITAKE EX-3 PORCELAIN in thermal expansion coefficient. It has a high castability and shows an excellent bonding with EX-3 PORCELAIN.

NORITAKE SOLDERING SET
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NORITAKE SOLDERING SET

NORITAKE SUPER ALLOY EX-3 (NICKEL-CHROME ALLOY)

Brush

Broad

NORITAKE SUPER ROCK EX

BROWN

GRAY

BROWN 3kg 25lbs (11.34kg)
GRAY 50lbs (22.68kg)